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ACCESSORIES

CLASSIC ERA 
ACCESSORIES

The Packard description of its “NoRol” feature states: 

“The Packard NoRol is a check valve built into the hydraulic brake line 

to hold the pressure against the brake drums when you apply the brake 

to stop your car while driving up hill. It holds the car from slipping, or 

rolling back down the hill or incline when one stops for traffic on a busy 

street or on a hill in the country.”

Packard radios 

for 1941 featured 

synchronized 

“Color-Tone” 

lighting of the 

radio control dial. 

Red for Speech; 

Amber for Dance 

Music; and Blue 

for Bass Notes.

“Living Room 

Pleasure Brought 

to Your Car!”

Prices for 1940 Packard heaters were $21.95 for the Super De-
luxe Heater; $18.75 for the Standard Heater; $32.50 for the Rear 
Compartment Heater; and $27.50 for the Dual Stream Heater.

Even less expensive at 95 cents is this Vanity Mirror which 

“will be appreciated by any woman driver or passenger for 

adjusting her personal appearance.”

For just $1 this Vision Glare Shield addresses and eliminates 
“Blind driving, created by sun glare, bright lights and  
pavement reflections.”

hile Classics Cars were typically the “top shelf” automobile brands of 

the era, manufacturers (and dealers) realized profit margins could be 

enhanced with the addition of options and accessories. Here are a few 

covering Packard, Cadillac and Cord.
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CCCA Museum President Howard Freedman shared these aerial 

(drone, actually) images of the on-going work at the CCCA Museum 

in Hickory Corners, Michigan. When complete, square footage will 

increase by 11,000 square feet and a second octagon-shaped space 

will be added. The entire interior of the structure is being treated to 

a renovation with upgrades that will transform it into an interpretive 

learning center covering the Classic Era. Construction continues with 

completion expected by April 2021.

The larger 90-acre Gilmore campus is a “must see” destination for 

all automobile enthusiasts. Beyond the CCCA Museum, the campus 

includes the Pierce-Arrow Museum, the H.H. Franklin Collection, 

the Model A Ford Museum, the Cadillac-LaSalle Club Museum 

and Research Center, the Lincoln Motor Car Heritage Museum and 

opening in 2021, a new Muscle Car Museum. Stay tuned for future 

developments. •

Expansion
CCCA Museum

Cadillac radios ranged in price from 
$59.50 to $95.00

I will only comment on the Cord rear bumper “enhancements” (above right): Can’t decide if your Cord bumpers guards should 
be positioned upward or downward? Simple—add an extra pair and all bases are covered!
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